Evolutionary stasis in Euphorbiaceae pollen: selection and constraints.
Although much attention has been paid to the role of stabilizing selection, empirical analyses testing the role of developmental constraints in evolutionary stasis remain rare, particularly for plants. This topic is studied here with a focus on the evolution of a pollen ontogenetic feature, the last points of callose deposition (LPCD) pattern, involved in the determination of an adaptive morphological pollen character (aperture pattern). The LPCD pattern exhibits a low level of evolution in eudicots, as compared to the evolution observed in monocots. Stasis in this pattern might be explained by developmental constraints expressed during male meiosis (microsporogenesis) or by selective pressures expressed through the adaptive role of the aperture pattern. Here, we demonstrate that the LPCD pattern is conserved in Euphorbiaceae s.s. and that this conservatism is primarily due to selective pressures. A phylogenetic association was found between the putative removal of selective pressures on pollen morphology after the origin of inaperturate pollen, and the appearance of variation in microsporogenesis and in the resulting LPCD pattern, suggesting that stasis was due to these selective pressures. However, even in a neutral context, variation in microsporogenesis was biased. This should therefore favour the appearance of some developmental and morphological phenotypes rather than others.